SAFE TRANSPORTATION OF EXTREME CARGO
With an innovative fleet of two unique vessels, BigRoll
transports the world’s most extreme modules. The ice-class
Module Carriers BigRoll Bering and BigRoll Beaufort have
already undertaken a number of challenging voyages. With
a length of 173 meters, the MC-Class vessels cut an impressive figure. They have been especially designed to transport the heaviest modules, offering solutions for onshore
and offshore heavy transport projects. Due to the specific
characteristics, the Multi Carriers are extremely flexible and
have the ability to carry any large cargo - from items such
as completely assembled port cranes to windmill blades.
The BigRoll Bering and BigRoll Beaufort have been operational since 2016 and 2017 respectively, were constructed in

accordance with Finnish Swedish 1A Ice Class regulations
and designed with a focus on low fuel consumption.

To ensure safe transportation of the heaviest cargoes
across the world’s oceans we place our engineering capability at the forefront of every project we undertake. As part
of Roll Group, BigRoll can benefit from in-house essential
knowledge and over a decade of Ro-Ro experience. Our
team consists of dedicated professionals in a wide range of
disciplines such as safety, quality, marine engineering and
project management. They are involved from the earliest
phase of project planning right through to the execution
stage and ultimately project completion.
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
The entire deck surface of the MC-Class vessels can be
utilized offering an abundance of space with a length of
125 meters and a width of 42 meters. The completely
flush deck is highly suitable for Roll-On/Roll-Off and SkidOn/Skid-Off operations. Due to the high ballast capacity
of 12,000 m3/h and a deck strength of 20 t/sqm, BigRoll
ensures safe and efficient transportation of extreme cargoes.
MC-CLASS, PART OF ROLLDOCK FLEET
Roll Group offers a total solution to the transportation and
lifting of heavy cargo. Operating under one name, the abilities of RollDock and Roll-Lift are strengthened. Our land/
sea combination enables us to offer a complete ‘Factory to
Foundation’ solution. With an innovative and diverse asset
base coupled with our flexibility, Roll Group takes care of
the heaviest cargo and provides effective, innovative and
sustainable services using our unique know how.
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